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Homeopathy for Health Care Professionals - Intermediate 

Methodological studies (principles & practice) - Q & A Worksheet

Unit  

Set reading for this week

We have allocated the following sections from your course
reader for attention this week. 

                Pages / sections

Reflection

When you have completed your selected reading, write short answers to the following discussion 

points and file this document into your learning portfolio.

1.

2. See over /
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Save this document under a new file name. 
Sign in to the portal. Go to 'my account'. 
Select 'on-going courses'. Select 'my learning 
portfolio' and specify this document.



Paragraph / aphorism:

§

Category of

Information $

PRACTICAL THEORETICAL

Medicinal Method Clinical Method Ethical /

moral guiding

principles

Framework for

interpretation

of the patient,

their illness or

their symptoms

Concepts of

health and

disease and /or

part of a healing

doctrine

Medicines /

drugs

Knowledge of

Medicines

Proving

methodology

Recording or

analysing the case 

clinical case - taking

method etc.

Treatment

considerations 

selection and

administration of

treatment etc

Homeopathic

Pharmacy

Materia Medica

Pura

Evaluating treatment response and

frameworks for further treatment

Select $

Defined, ‘scientific’

(reproduceable)         #

process / observn.

Empirical process of

structured reasoning or

observation.               #

Theoretical proposition 

- open to experiment#

Doctrine / Maxim /

Principle / Aspiration#

Metaphysical pro-     #

-position / speculation

Tenable caveats in modern health care        .   Untenable in modern health care       .  Notes/ caveats 



2.

3.

When you have completed this week's reading and reflection, consider any questions or comments that 
you would like to raise at the end of this week’s Clinical Tutorial. 
As an aide memoire, write down any points that you would like to discuss further in the space below.
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	Text26: 53
	Text28: The Two Faces of Homeopathy - Chapter 9 (Anthony Campbell)
	Text27: The Organon: §: 245 - 263 - Case Management
	Text29: p218 -229
	Text30: p113 - 120
	Text33: Which writers and commentators of recent times seem to exemplify this observation? Provide an example from their work that demonstrates this 'symbiotic' mode of thought.
	Text34: Which anti-homeopathic detractors and critics most often use charges of pseudo-science in their attacks on homeopathy? Can you provide instances where a) this appears to be a justifiable criticism and b) instances where, the available scientific models actually support the methods and/or observations made by homeopaths?
	Text32: What elements in these accounts are collated from provings or clinical accounts. Conversely what elements appear to be interpretational features? Where in the descriptions provided can you find 'animal signatures' which appear to reference the nature of the animal itself?  
	Text35: 
	Text36: Campbell: The further one looks into the way in which science arose and developed the more one is driven towards the notion that cientific and mystical thought are not so much opposed to each other as mutually symbiotic, depending on each other in a curious unacknowledged way.
	Text31: Examine the different accounts of Sepia provided in your supplemental material, including the video presentations by Anton van Rhijn, John English, Russell Malcolm and / or other open source recordings available on the internet.
	Text37: See Campbell p120. 
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